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Abstract
Food security incidents have enhanced Chinese consumers’ concerns about food quality and security. These
growing concerns have increased demand for security of food and led to development of Chinese food
traceability system. Based on the literature review, this paper built a signaling dynamic game model of
information delivery from enterprises to consumers to explore the refining Bayes Nash equilibrium. The
analytical results show that “good” enterprise need to send enough food traceability information to get
themselves separated from “bad” enterprises, while enterprises which were “not that good” had to send much
more information to achieve that trust of consumers.
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1. Introduction
Currently, food security has become a global issue concerned by China and overseas countries. Each year, about
1/3 of the world population have foodborne diseases and 1.5 billion are infected with diarrhea, of which 70% are
directly caused by biological or chemical food contamination (Chen, 2004). As a result of industrialization of
food producing and processing, the application and popularization of new raw materials, new technology and
research products, and the globalization of food trade, there are a growing number of factors which may
contaminate foods. New problems keep arising while the old have not been solved.
Since the 1970s, food security incidents occurred frequently all over the world. The outbreak of foodborne
diseases, such as mad cow disease, foot and mouth disease, avian flu and dioxin have had a huge impact on the
economic and social development of all the countries. As a result, the public are paying more attention to the
issue of food security, and the government is asked to build a food traceability system as soon as possible.
The issue of food security is one of the major events bearing upon the national economy and people’s livelihood.
Ensuring food security became a strategic target of China. The nature of this problem is the reverse selection
under information asymmetry. As an effective measure to decrease food security risks, food traceability system
produces reliable and continuous flow of information on supply chain to monitor food production processes and
identify various problems with quality signal transmission mechanism. In this way, the system can solve the
problems of information insufficiency and asymmetry in the food market and identify the responsible bodies to
ensure food security (Cui et al., 2013).
Food traceability information mentioned in this paper includes two parts of information: one part is food
production information, in which information of the food ingredients, production date, batch lot, manufacturer
and GM or not etc. are included; the other part is logistical information refers to its amount, condition of
stockpile and transport, transit line, package, test reports etc. in food supply chain. From the view of consumers,
food traceability information covers all the information generated in food supply chain including production,
processing, distribution and marketing, which could be helpful to consumers to identify the security level of the
food they are buying.
From the perspective of enterprises, this paper is trying to answer whether enterprises would send consumers
food traceability information to achieve their trust for food. Based on signaling game theory, a dynamic game
model under information asymmetry is designed to explore the theoretical explanation why enterprises would
sent consumers food traceability information. The way to turn a “lemon market” into a “good” one is discussed
and that will contribute the development of food traceability system in China, improve food security level, and
cut economic loss of the society.
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2. Literature Review
Large numbers of researches have been done in area of food security management. From the perspective of
economics, most scholars believe that information asymmetry is the fundamental cause of food security
problems. As food security are experience and credence goods (Nelson, 1970), on the way to propose a food
policy, scholars focused on the discussion of government regulation (Wu & Zeng, 2012) and they believe
information disclosure would help to control food security level (Bagwell & Riordan, 1991; Caswell &
Mojduszka, 1996; Liu et al., 2011). In the researches of food security information delivery, scholars have
discussed the condition and problems of food security information delivery in China, and explored the way to
establish an effective mechanism with reference to foreign experience in information delivery.
In the area of signaling game theory, this theory was established by Spence in 1970s. Spence, owner of the Noble
Economic Prize, took education as a signal to distinguish the type of workers in labor market (Spence, 1974;
Spence, 2002). After that, advertisements (Nelson, 1974), capital structure (Ross, 1977), advertisements and
price (Milgrom & Roberts, 1986), medical treatment were taken as signals to discuss the gaming problem in
different markets. Signaling game theory even was used to analysis problems of human resource management,
customer relationship management and peacock tail spreading and so on.
In the economic researches of food security management, most scholars focused on the role of the government in
information delivery, and discussed how to establish the food security information delivery mechanism on macro
level, but few researches have given the micro-explanation why enterprises would like to join this information
delivery mechanism, and whether they would sent consumers food traceability information voluntarily. Based on
a new perspective, this paper explored the internal mechanism of information delivery, and proposed policies to
cultivate a high-quality market.
3. Modeling
In the market, as food traceability information is enterprises’ private information, and enterprises take their
actions before consumers, this problem can be regarded as an incomplete information dynamic game.
3.1 Game Process Description
In this incomplete information signaling game, the signal sender are enterprises and receiver are consumers.
Based on their private information on food, enterprises send consumers a certain amount of traceability
information as a signal, and after consumers receive the signal they decide their pay price for the food. The
chronological order of this signaling game model is shown as follows.
(1) Nature decides enterprises’ food security type. In order to simplify the question, we assume that there are two
types of enterprises’ food security level: T= {tH, tL}, and let the probability of enterprises with a high food
security level
, and then the probability of enterprises with a low food security level
1
.
(2) Based on the food security type of themselves, enterprises choose to send a certain amount of food
traceability information
0.
(3) Consumers receive (not their type), and provide a pay price P(x).Thus, enterprises’ profit function ,
, , of which
,
is the information delivery cost while enterprises with a food security type t
choose to send x unit of food traceability information.
Consumers’ utility function
，
,
, of which
, is consumer surplus while consumers
consumed food with a food security type t and information delivery amount x.
3.2 Assumptions
(1) Food traceability information delivery amount x belongs to a real number interval. We assume that food
traceability information is enterprises’ private and real information and can’t be imitated by others enterprises.
(2) Consumers would get a higher consumer surplus while consuming food with a high security level. That is,
for any x:
，

，

And also we assume food traceability information delivery would not decrease consumer surplus. That is, for
any x:
，
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represents consumers’ marginal surplus.

(3) Compared with enterprises with a lower food security level, enterprises with a higher food security level
would have a lower information delivery cost. That is, for any x:
，

Of which,

，

，

represents enterprises’ marginal information delivery cost as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Enterprises’ indifference curve of information delivery amount and price
(4) We assume that consumers’ expected utility approaches zero. Thus, we can use one signal receiver to
represent the others. For a given market, after consumers observe signal x, their pay price equals their expected
surplus. That is:
|
Of which,

|

∙

,

1

|

∙

,

is posterior probability.

Before we explore the refining Bayes Nash equilibrium of the game described above, let’s discuss the
corresponding complete information game. Namely, enterprises’ food security type t is common knowledge to
enterprises and consumers. Under this circumstance, enterprises which have a food security type t and
traceability information amount x would have a pay price:
,
Therefore, enterprises’ optimal food traceability information delivery amount
∗

∈

,

∗

:

,

, ∗
，point A is the optimal solution for enterprises with a lower food security level, and
Let ∗ t
point B is the optimal solution for enterprises with a higher food security level as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Equilibrium with complete information
4. Analysis and Discussion
4.1 Separating Equilibrium of Food Traceability Information Delivery
In this signaling game model, if there is a separating refining Bayes Nash equilibrium, it means enterprises with
a higher food security level could get themselves separated from those with lower food security level through
food traceability information delivery. Whether there exists a separating equilibrium, it depends on the forms of
enterprises’ indifference curve and consumer surplus function. For the given indifference and consumer surplus
function shown in Figure 3, under the separating equilibrium, we assume enterprises’ strategy is:
∗
∗

,
,

(1)

Consumers observe either of the two strategies, and their deduction is:
∗

∗

1，

0

Thus, consumer’ strategy is:
P

∗

P∗

，P

∗

P∗

For the further discussion, we have to prove enterprises’ optimal choice is
strategy
.

∗

responding to consumers’

We assume, in the disequilibrium path consumers’ deduction is:
p t |x

0，x

x∗ t

1，x

x∗ t

(2)

Thus, onsumers’ strategy is:
P x

X t ,x , x
X t ,x , x

x∗ t
x∗ t

(3)

For the consumers’ deduction and strategy above:
(1) Enterprises with a higher food security level would have an indifference curve located below when
∗
. At the same time, their indifference curve would not locate above
choosing any
when choosing
∗
any
.
(2) Enterprises with a lower food security level would have an indifference curve located below when
∗
∗
. At the same time, their indifference curve would not locate above
choosing any
∗
when choosing any
.
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Figure 3. Separating equilibrium
In conclusion: For the given indifference curve and consumer surplus function, enterprises’ strategy
∗
∗
|
，
and consumers’ deduction
and strategy
shown in Equation 2 and
Equation 3 make up the separating refining Bayes Nash equilibrium of this signaling game model.
Although consumers couldn’t acknowledge enterprises’ real food security level, they could observe enterprises’
information delivery amount. Only if enterprises sent enough information to consumers, could consumers realize
the security level of enterprises’ products.
4.2 Separating Equilibrium With More Information to Send

Figure 4. Separating equilibrium with more information to send
For the given indifference curve and consumer surplus function in Figure 4, the separating equilibrium we
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, not ∗
discussed above doesn’t exist. Enterprises with a lower food security level would choose ∗
responding to consumers’ strategy
as indifference curve located above . Under this circumstance,
unit of food
enterprise with a lower food security level could pretend to be higher ones by sending ∗
traceability information, and this is a pooling equilibrium in signaling game.
In order to prevent enterprises with a lower food security level pretending to be higher ones, the latter have sent
more food traceability information, such as
.
Even though enterprise with a higher food security level could sent more information to get themselves separated
from lower ones, this kind of choice is limited. As shown in Figure 4, when enterprises with a higher food
bigger than , their indifference curve is located
security level choose an information delivery amount
below . If they choose an information delivery amount belonging to interval [x1, x2], even though they are taken
as lower ones, they would have a difference curve located above . In such a way, enterprises with a higher
food security level would never choose an information delivery amount bigger thanx .
in Figure 3, in Figure 4 represents a different food security level. In
Compared with the Indifference curve
fact, as shown in Figure 5, when indifference curve moves along
, from point A to B, enterprises’ food
security level drops, which means enterprises with
in Figure 3 have a “good” food security level while
enterprises in Figure 4 are “not that good”. Thus, we conclude enterprises which are “not that good” have to send
much more information to achieve separating equilibrium.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we built a signaling dynamic game model of information delivery from enterprises to consumers to
explore the refining Byes Nash equilibrium. The analytical results show that, if enterprises want to get
consumers’ trust, they should send them enough food traceability information. If they don’t, consumers cannot
distinguish their food security type. And for enterprises which are “not that good” have to send much more
information to achieve consumers’ trust. For the further research, we will discuss how consumers’ improved food
security awareness impacts the market.

Figure 5. movement of indifference curve
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